
Close Contracts Faster, Reduce Costs, and Improve Customer Experience

Signority: eSign with Ease and Assurance

In the process of closing contracts, document workflow with signatures is usually the most critical and 
difficult part. Signority offers the fastest, most cost-efficient, and highly secure way to send, sign, collect, 
track, and store your documents. Signority improves business results by helping customers accelerate cycle 
time and enhance the signing experience. 

Faster & Easier
No more printing, scanning, faxing, or overnight courier. The signing can be 
done anytime, anywhere, on any device. The easy-to-use application enables 
users to speed up document workflow both internally and externally.  

More Cost-efficient and Improved Results
Signority provides a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution requiring no 
software, hardware, or installation. Signority users save money and improve 
productivity by eliminating overwhelming paper management costs. Realize 
positive ROI sooner by signing and closing contracts in minutes with Signority.

Legal and Secure
Signority provides electronic signatures that are compliant with U.S., 
Canadian, and international e-signature laws. Legally binding complete 
document certificate, multi-level authentication, 256-bit SSL encryption 
protocol, and PKI are provided to secure highly-sensitive documents.

Customized Integrations

Signority has a standard API to integrate with 3rd party software applications 
seamlessly. Several major CRM and DMS solutions are currently being 
integrated. We make it easy to manage contracts in a streamlined way.

Improved Customer Experience
Implementing Signority dramatically improves the customer experience. 
Simplification, speed, ease of use, security, flexibility, and high quality support 
are major factors that customers enjoy. Customers get peace of mind that the 
documents are processed on time, accurately, and orderly. 

Increase the Speed of Business with Signority Today!
Signority has a solution to fit your needs regardless of your size, sector, or 
document volume. Visit http://www.signority.com, email 
secure@signority.com, or call 613-518-6636 today!
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“As a transactional lawyer, Signority 
has dramatically streamlined my 
process for gathering signatures from 
multiple parties. The product is 
saving my firm and our clients time 
and money that used to be spent on 
putting together and distributing 
signature packages, chasing parties 
for signatures, and compiling 
completed, signed documents”.

-Lindsay Clark, lawyer
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